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When children act out
How do you help them?

What could acting out look like?

Offer connection before correction. 
Stay present and calm in your body language and tone of voice.
Work together to focus on both the child and your breathing.
Create a safe space and limit people involved to lessen sense of threat. Be
near, but leave space, and be aware of escape routes.
Limit communication to respectful, clear, and direct language.
When the child calms down, name child's thoughts and feelings.
Explain to other children that "Our friend is having big feelings and teachers are
helping them to calm down and be safe."

A pattern of...
     Hyperactivity
     Screaming
     Hitting
     Throwing
     Hands clasped in fists
     Limit testing

What can acting out tell us?

What their bodies are saying:  "I'm threatened!" "This is overwhelming!" "Help
me!"
An acting out or "fight" response is an instinctual reaction to sensing a threat
that releases hormones in the body to prepare to do battle and triumph over the
"hostile entity."
In order to try to stay safe, children may choose to act "big and powerful"
because it is more adaptive to look angry, big and scary than scared, vulnerable
and powerless.

What could you do in the moment?



How are you reacting?

In the moment

Take a breath

Power down

Be present

Fear! Threat! Red Alert! Your stress
response system may interpret child's
behavior as threat.

"Powering up" with thoughts like "Oh no you
didn't!" or "I'm the boss here" may instigate a
power struggle with the child. 

Withdrawing or ignoring and leaving the child
alone to cope with their overwhelming feelings
and behaviors when they were trying to ask for
help, (even though not in an appropriate way)
teaches them that "adults can't help me."

Child feels
threatened

Adult feels
threatened

Adult exerts
control

Child acts  
out

Cycle of
escalation

When children act out

What should you say?

Your body is having big feelings. I
can help.

It’s OK to be angry and we need
to keep everyone safe.

Why don't we take some deep
breaths together? 

There's a lot of toys out. I bet
you're feeling overwhelmed.

Let's work together to clean up
the toys.

Reflective Practice 
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What does it feel like in your

body when a child begins to

act out? 



Check in often -
verbally, nonverbally,
with or without touch
Offer connection prior
to potentially triggering
experiences
Praise and
acknowledge good
behaviors
Talk with children about
incidents and how to do
better next time

Minimize
environmental
triggers
Reduce potential
weapons
Create calm down
area
Add visual or auditory
cues for transitions
Provide physical
ways to help talk
about emotions

What does progress look like?

For more resources, visit

macmh.org/toolkit
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Instead of immediate fight behaviors, child may use
powerful language, scream, or threaten others.
Child may approach you and provide a short window of
time in which to read their cues.
Child might engage with others who are showing the
same fight behaviors and try to tell them the rules.

Observe &
Learn

Connect &
Communicate

Change the
Envrionment

Track when behavior
occurs and potential
patterns
Be aware of
potential triggers
Observe child's
emotional states
Learn how child's
body best releases
emotional energy
Use incidents to
process what
happened

How can you help prevent acting out behaviors?

Celebrate 
the baby 

steps!


